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Abstract

Vertical profiles of atomic oxygen concentration in the mesosphere and lower thermo-
sphere (MLT) region were retrieved from sun-synchronous SCIAMACHY/Envisat limb
observations of the oxygen 557.7 nm green line emission occurring in the terrestrial
nightglow. A band pass filter with noise detection was applied to eliminate contribu-5

tions from other emissions, the impact of noise and auroral activity. Assuming horizon-
tal homogeneity of each atmospheric layer, and absence of absorption and scattering,
vertical volume emission rate profiles were retrieved from integrated limb emission rate
profiles. The radiative transfer problem was treated with a linear forward model and
inverted using regularized total least squares minimization. Atomic oxygen concentra-10

tion ([O]) profiles were retrieved at altitudes from 85 to 105 km with approximately 4 km
vertical resolution for the period from August 2002 to April 2012 at a constant local time
(LT) of approximately 22:00. The retrieval of [O] profiles was based on the generally ac-
cepted 2-step Barth transfer scheme including consideration of quenching processes
and the use of different available sources of temperature and atmospheric density15

profiles. A sensitivity analysis was performed for the retrieved [O] profiles to estimate
the maximum uncertainty, assuming independent contributions of uncertainty compo-
nents. The retrieved [O] profiles were compared with reference [O] profiles measured
by SABER/TIMED and modelled using NRLMSISE-00 and SD-WACCM4. A compari-
son of the retrieved [O] profiles with the reference [O] profiles enabled the selection of20

the most appropriate photochemical model accounting for quenching processes and
the most appropriate source of temperature and density profiles for further applica-
tion of our approach to the [O] profile retrieval. The obtained [O] profile time series
show characteristic seasonal variations in agreement with atmospheric models and
satellite observations based on analysis of OH Meinel band emissions. Furthermore,25

a pronounced 11 year solar cycle variation can be identified in the atomic oxygen con-
centration time series, which will be the subject of further studies.
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1 Introduction

Atomic oxygen (O) is the most abundant chemically active trace gas in the Earth’s
mesosphere-lower thermosphere (MLT) region. It plays a critical role for O3 and indi-
rectly for OH∗ formation as well as the energy balance in the MLT region. Being gen-
erated through photolysis of molecular oxygen by ultraviolet radiation during daytime,5

atomic oxygen is subsequently destroyed through three-body recombination and other
chemical processes. Atomic oxygen fuels exothermic chemical reactions (Mlynczak
and Solomon, 1993) and causes radiative cooling of the MLT region that occurs through
collisions of O with molecules (CO2, NO), later resulting in infrared emissions (Jursa,
1985). The green line emission of O(1S–1D) is visible at night due to the long photo-10

chemical lifetime (on the order of months at 100 km altitude) of ground state atomic
oxygen O(3P) which is excited to O(1S) through the two step process known as the
Barth transfer scheme.

Decades of ground-based observations of the O(1S) airglow emission rate (first per-
formed by the 4th Lord Rayleigh in 1928, Egerton, 1949) were followed by rocket15

measurements. Ground-based observations of integrated airglow emission rates are
constrained by specific geophysical locations for a given day. A limited number of di-
rect measurements of atomic oxygen concentration ([O]) profiles (McDade et al., 1986;
Iwagami et al., 2003; Yoshimura et al., 2003; Melo et al., 1996; Gobbi et al., 1992; Kita
et al., 1992) were performed to support the hypothesis that a Barth-type mechanism20

is involved in producing O(1S) in the MLT region. Simultaneous direct measurements
of atomic oxygen density and nightglow emission rate profiles were provided by the
Energy Transfer in the Oxygen Nightglow (ETON) rocket campaign to develop the well
known empirical airglow models (e.g., McDade et al., 1986).

Satellite limb measurements of the atomic oxygen 557.7 nm green line emission25

rates enable retrieving [O] profiles continuously and on a near-global basis. The
Scanning Imaging Absorption spectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY (SCIA-
MACHY) examining the atmosphere in a dedicated limb mesosphere/thermosphere
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mode enables vertically resolved measurements of the nightglow green line emission.
On the basis of the obtained measurements the retrieval of [O] profiles is possible.

The basic purpose of our study is such a retrieval of [O] profiles in the MLT re-
gion within the time period from August 2002 to April 2012 at approximately 22:00 LT.
The retrieval was performed according to the following scheme. The O(1S) nighttime5

green line spectra measured by SCIAMACHY were averaged (see Sect. 2.1) and in-
tegrated to limb emission rate (LER) profiles in five degree latitude bins with daily and
monthly resolution (see Sect. 3). Vertical volume emission rate (VER) profiles were re-
trieved from LER profiles applying linear inversion supported by regularized total least
squares (RTLS) minimization (see Sect. 4). The well known cubic equation (McDade10

et al., 1986) and its extension (Gobbi et al., 1992; Semenov, 1997; Khomich et al.,
2008) were used to retrieve [O] profiles (see Sect. 5) on the basis of temperature and
density profiles provided by different available sources and VER profiles retrieved from
SCIAMACHY nightglow observations. Temperature and density profiles were provided
by the NRLMSISE-00 atmospheric model (Picone et al., 2002), the SD-WACCM4 cli-15

mate model (Liu et al., 2007) and by measurements with the SABER instrument on the
TIMED spacecraft (Russell et al., 1999).

Random and systematic errors were estimated for the obtained data sets at each
step of the retrieval. The uncertainty components were assumed to contribute to the
total error independently. Successive linear addition of the estimated uncertainty com-20

ponents (Kennedy et al., 2011) was performed at each step of the retrieval procedure to
calculate the maximum error. A verification of the retrieved [O] profiles was performed
through their comparison with reference [O] profiles provided by the NRLMSISE-00
and SD-WACCM4 models as well as SABER retrievals (see Sect. 6). The selection
of the appropriate photochemical model (cubic or extended cubic equation) and the25

choice of the appropriate source of temperature and density profiles was made at the
corresponding steps of the verification.

The optimized [O] retrieval (based on VER profiles provided by SCIAMACHY mea-
surements, see Sect. 5) might also be applied to VER profiles provided by other satellite
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instruments (e.g., WINDII, OSIRIS, ISUAL) if the measurement data were available.
Hydroxyl and oxygen green line nightglow observations from the Wind Imaging In-
terferometer (WINDII) on board the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite from 1991
to 2004 were already used to retrieve [O] profiles (Russell et al., 2005). Daytime and
nighttime O2 A-band airglow measurements with the Optical Spectrograph and Infrared5

Imaging System (OSIRIS) on board the Odin satellite from 2001 to date were also used
to retrieve [O] profiles (Sheese et al., 2011). Gao et al. (2012) used green line airglow
measurements with the Imager of Sprites and Upper Atmospheric Lightning (ISUAL) on
board the FORMOSAT-2 satellite to retrieve [O] profiles. In a very recent study, SCIA-
MACHY O(1S) green line observations were employed by Kaufmann et al. (2014) in10

combination with a slightly modified version of the McDade et al. (1986) photochemi-
cal model to retrieve atomic oxygen profiles. Differences between the Kaufmann et al.
(2014) retrieval and the one presented in this study will be discussed below in Sect. 7.3.

2 Description of instruments and models used

2.1 SCIAMACHY on board the satellite Envisat15

The Environmental Satellite (Envisat-1) designed by the European Space Agency
(ESA) carries 10 instruments (total weight about eight tons). One of them, the Scan-
ning Imaging Absorption spectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY (SCIAMACHY)
(Burrows et al., 1995; Bovensmann et al., 1999), observed the radiation field in limb,
nadir, and solar/lunar occultation geometry. On 1 March 2002 Envisat was launched20

into a sun-synchronous orbit with an inclination of 98.5◦ and a period of 100 min, thus
performing about 14.4 orbits per day at a mean altitude of 799.8 km (Gottwald et al.,
2006). The grating spectrometer SCIAMACHY provided measurements in eight spec-
tral channels within a wavelength range from 220 to 2380 nm and 0.22–1.48 nm spec-
tral resolution.25
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The limb-emission observations on the Earth’s nightside additionally performed by
SCIAMACHY at a fixed local solar time (around 22:00 LT) were used in the study pre-
sented here. This dedicated mesosphere/thermosphere mode, covering the 75–150 km
tangent height (TH) range, is characterized by a nominal difference between two adja-
cent tangent heights of 3.3 km and 0.045◦ vertical field of view (Cardaci, 2010; Kaiser5

et al., 2004). The geometrical field of view is approximately 2.4–2.6 km in vertical di-
rection at the tangent point depending on tangent height and satellite position (Kaiser
et al., 2004). Note that the SCIAMACHY nighttime limb emission measurements are
only performed continuously throughout the year at latitudes between 0 and 30◦ N.

The communication link to Envisat-1 and hence SCIAMACHY operations was inter-10

rupted in April 2012. The nighttime limb measurements from August 2002 to April 2012
were pre-processed by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and data quality reports
(SOST-DLR, 2013a, b, c) and data anomaly reports (SOST-DLR, 2012) were provided.
The data used in our study were pre-processed from Level 1c SCIAMACHY format to
the orbital measurements of the green line emission spectra. Level 1 data version 7.0x15

were used in this study and the data were calibrated using all calibration flags. The
spectral resolution of the SCIAMACHY spectra in channel three used in this study is
about 0.2 nm.

2.2 SABER on TIMED

The Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry (SABER)20

infrared radiometer on board the NASA TIMED satellite measures a number of mid-
dle atmospheric parameters and NASA provides data via the Internet (SABER, 2014).
SABER measurements are made within the latitude range 54◦ S–87◦ N or 87◦ N–54◦ S
with coverage alternating every 60 days. The vertical resolution of SABER mea-
surements is approximately 2 km (Mertens et al., 2009). Nighttime hydroxyl emis-25

sion rates measured with SABER are used to calculate atomic oxygen mixing ratios
(Mlynczak et al., 2013). In our study SABER level 2A data (version 2.0) for the years
2002–2012 were interpolated to 1.0 km altitude grid resolution and averaged within the
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time interval 21:00–23:00 LT to compare them with SCIAMACHY measurements made
at around 22:00 LT. Atmospheric density and temperature profiles provided by SABER
were used in the [O] retrieval as discussed in Sect. 5. The concentrations of [O2] and
[N2] were calculated from atmospheric density profiles assuming constant mixing ra-
tios. The atomic oxygen mixing ratio profiles based on SABER measurements were5

converted into [O] profiles and used as reference [O] profiles for the verification of the
retrieved [O] profiles (see Sect. 7).

2.3 MSIS and WACCM models

The Mass Spectrometer Incoherent Scatter semi-empirical atmospheric model
(NRLMSISE-00) includes ground-based, rocket and satellite borne measurements.10

A set of parametric equations of diffusive equilibrium (Akins et al., 2003) is used to in-
terpolate or extrapolate the data to complete them. Heliogeophysical conditions which
influence the parameters relevant for the photochemical model were employed for the
[O] retrieval in our study. These parameters, F10.7 (10.7 cm solar radio flux) and Ap-
index (planetary equivalent daily amplitude) were taken from databases provided by15

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA, 2014a). The NRLMSISE-
00 model provided via the Internet (NRLMSISE-00, 2014) was used to simulate the
concentration profiles of individual atmospheric constituents (i.e., [O], [O2], [N2]) and
temperature profiles for the specifically chosen heliogeophysical conditions and geo-
graphical locations at 22:00 LT with 1.0 km altitude grid resolution.20

In this study we also use atomic oxygen and atmospheric background parameters
modelled with the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (version 4) with spec-
ified dynamics (SD-WACCM4; see Garcia et al. (2007) for a description of a previous
version of the model). SD-WACCM4 is nudged to GEOS-5 meteorological fields be-
low about 50 km altitude. The SD-WACCM4 data set used in this study covers the25

period from April 2010 to March 2011 and was previously also employed by Hoffmann
et al. (2012) and Kowalewski et al. (2014). The geopotential height profiles provided
by SD-WACCM4 were converted to geometrical height profiles. Temperature profiles,
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atmospheric pressure profiles and [O] profiles were interpolated from the geometrical
height grid to an altitude grid with 1.0 km resolution. The [O2] and [N2] profiles required
for the present study were calculated from SD-WACCM4 pressure and temperature
profiles assuming the ideal gas law and constant [O2] and [N2] mixing ratios. As de-
scribed by Kowalewski et al. (2014), we exploited the longitudinal variation of the SD-5

WACCM4 fields – provided with daily resolution at 00:00 UTC – to extract the required
atmospheric parameters at 22:00 LT.

3 Determination of green line limb emission profiles

The nightglow limb spectral measurements provided by SCIAMACHY were screened
and measurements from certain orbits were excluded according to measurement errors10

presented in the SOST-DLR quality and anomaly reports (SOST-DLR, 2013a, b, c,
2012, see Sect. 2.1).

The geographical position and extent of the air volumes observed by SCIAMACHY
nighttime limb measurements on a single day are presented in Fig. 1. The dura-
tion of a single measurement is about 60 s and the horizontal resolution is about15

1000km×630 km. The geographical positions of all nighttime limb measurements per-
formed during the period from 2 August 2002 to 8 April 2012 are shown in Fig. 2. The
measurements within the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) are shown in green in Fig. 2.

The measured spectra within the tangent height range from 75 to 128 km with 3.3 km
vertical sampling were interpolated to 1.0 km altitude grid resolution within the spectral20

range 555–561 nm. For each individual spectrum the emission spectra averaged over
the 110–126 km tangent height range were subtracted from the spectrum at each tan-
gent height. Then each spectrum was separated into three parts corresponding to the
following wavelength intervals: from 555 to 557 nm (background emissions and noise),
from 557 to 559 nm (green line emission) and from 559 to 561 nm (background emis-25

sions and noise) (see Fig. 3). The spectral baseline underneath the green line was
determined using the background and noise intervals and was subtracted from the
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spectral data in the green line interval. Each individual spectrum was analysed with
help of a band pass filter based on the application of variance and mean value thresh-
olds within the wavelength intervals from 555 to 557 nm and from 559 to 561 nm. Mea-
surement noise detection based on the variance threshold only was applied within the
wavelength interval from 557 to 559 nm. The empirical choice and application of the5

threshold values are discussed below.
Envisat, as it passes through the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) at an altitude of ap-

proximately 800 km is exposed to high-energy particles within the lowest of the three
Van Allen belts. The varying solar activity (Hudson et al., 2008) and solar coronal mass
ejections (CMEs), like, e.g., the Halloween event in 2003 caused measurement inter-10

ruptions (reported by SOST-DLR in data quality and anomaly reports, see Sect. 2.1).
Spectra were excluded from the retrieval if the variance within the background wave-
length intervals exceeded the variance threshold value of 50×106 Rayleigh2 nm−2 (1
Rayleigh equals 1010 photon s−1 m−2).

The geographical position of limb spectral measurements was used to exclude them15

from further processing in the case when contamination by aurora events was ex-
pected. The size of the aurora oval (Newell et al., 2002) varies constantly with each
minute depending on the hemispheric power index provided by NOAA (2014b) that
was used as a measure of the auroral activity in this study. The shape of the aurora
oval was approximated with a circle centered at the north geomagnetic pole (80◦ N,20

72◦ W) according to the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF-11) model.
The area of such a circle is supposed to vary according to the value of the hemispheric
power index so that spectra measured at geographical locations within this circle were
excluded from daily and monthly averaging. In addition to this aurora position filter the
variance threshold value of 60×106 Rayleigh2 nm−2 was also applied within the green25

line wavelength interval to exclude non-valid spectral measurements.
The Q and P branch components of the OH(7-1) band emissions (Blackwell et al.,

1960) can contribute to the green line emissions within the wavelength interval from 555
to 561 nm and so they should be considered. There are no other sources of nightglow
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emissions contributing to the spectra of the analysed green line emissions to be addi-
tionally considered, except the one due to NO+O air afterglow reaction, which is – how-
ever – typically at least two orders of magnitude weaker than the O(1S) green line (von
Savigny et al., 1999). These contaminating emissions may affect the spectral baseline.
The spectra were excluded from the retrieval if the absolute mean value in the back-5

ground wavelength intervals exceeded the threshold value of 500 Rayleigh nm−1. Fig-
ure 3 presents sample daily and monthly averaged spectra at 95 km altitude within the
latitude range 20–25◦ N. Each spectral measurement processed was integrated over
the green line wavelength interval from 557 to 559 nm. The green line limb emission
rate (LER) profiles were daily or monthly averaged and converted to Rayleigh. Zonal10

averaging in 5◦ latitude bins was applied additionally because the zonal atmospheric
motion in the MLT is much faster than the meridional motion. Daily and monthly aver-
aged sample LER profiles within the latitude range 20–25◦ N are presented in Fig. 4.

4 Retrieval of volume emission rate profiles

The main task of this step of the retrieval procedure is to invert limb emission rate (LER)15

profiles (being a function of tangent height h) to vertical volume emission rate (VER)
profiles (as a function of geometric altitude z), given that the elements of the LER pro-
files are integrals of the VER along the line of sight (LOS). The Earth’s atmosphere, rep-
resented by the flattened Earth model WGS84 (e.g., NIMA, 2000; Larson and Wertz,
1999) is assumed to be composed of homogeneously emitting layers of 1 km thickness.20

The geometrical distances (optical paths) along the LOS passing through subsequent
layers of the model atmosphere were calculated using the Pythagorean theorem.

The linear forward model (Rodgers, 2000) maps volume emission rate profiles from
their state space into measurement space of limb emission rate profiles. Note that
extinction due to scattering and self-absorption is negligible for this specific application.25
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The forward model is mathematically represented by the following linear relationship:

y = F(x,b)+ε = Kx+ε (1)

with LER profiles represented by the measurement vector y, VER profiles represented
by the state vector x, F being the functional representation of the forward model, b5

representing errors in tangent height registration, and ε being a statistical uncertainty
that includes both the uncertainty in y and in the elements of the weighting function
matrix K (see Sect. 6). The inverse problem is even-determined for the chosen retrieval
altitude grid resolution of 1.0 km being the same for the standard tangent height grid
resolution.10

A least squares method approach was employed to solve the inverse problem, min-
imizing the prediction error assuming linear system inconsistencies due to noise in y.
Phillips–Tikhonov regularization was chosen to avoid physically meaningless solutions
such as oscillations due to, e.g., numerical sensitivity of the inversion.

The determination of SCIAMACHY tangent heights is characterized by uncertainties,15

but the tangent height error drift is with less than 20 m year−1 very small (Bramstedt,
2012). Because the resulting tangent height uncertainties affect the weighting function
matrix K, the total least squares method with regularization was applied to reduce
potential numerical instabilities and oscillations due to uncertainties in y and K.

At first, an inversion was performed using a constrained least squares approach:20

x = (KTK+γrH
TH)−1KTy = Gry (2)

with the positive semi-definite regularization matrix H (Wang and Yuan, 2003) scaled
with the regularization parameter γr (lower index r means “restricted”, i.e., without con-
sidering Se and Sa), and the restricted gain matrix Gr (also known as the generalised25

inverse matrix). To determine the value of γr the automated regularized total least
squares (RTLS) procedure (see Sect. 4.2) was applied.

At the next step, the diagonal noise covariance matrix Se (corresponding to the 1 σ
error of the current LER profile y) was introduced. Uncertainty information of measured
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LER profiles represented by Se needs to be appropriately balanced with the a priori
covariance matrix Sa related to retrieved target VER profiles x. The first-order linear
Bayesian approach (Rodgers, 2000) was implemented to solve Eq. (3) extended with
Se and Sa (see Sect. 4.1).

4.1 Implementation of the inversion procedure5

The maximum a posteriori solution obtained after generalisation for independent com-
ponents of the state vector x (Rodgers, 2000) is given by:

x = SaKT(KSaKT +Se +γHTH)−1y = Gy (3)

with the positive semi-definite regularization matrix H (Wang and Yuan, 2003) scaled10

with the regularization parameter γ and the retrieval gain matrix G. The inversion pro-
cedure becomes insensitive to the application of covariance matrices in the case of the
a priori matrix Sa calculated with help of the Se matrix.

Under the assumption (based on the fact of similarities in statistical distributions of
Sa and Se for our case) that Sa is calculated from Se, Eq. (3) gives us:15

diag(KSaKT) ≈ diag(Se). (4)

A comparison of Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) gives that γ, γr and Sa are related as follows:

γ = γr ·diag(Sa). (5)
20

Once γr is determined (see Eq. 2) using the RTLS procedure (see Sect. 4.2), γ can be
calculated.

The presented γ calculation procedure is supported by evident equivalency of the
VER profiles retrieved according to Eq. (2) (optimized for using γr) and Eq. (3) (op-
timized for using γ). The calculation procedure is supported also by the fact that the25

measurement vector y is similar to the synthetic vector s = Kx. Figure 5 presents the
10840
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results for LER profiles (y) and synthetic profiles averaged for a sample day (Fig. 5a)
and a sample month (Fig. 5d). Figure 6 presents sample daily and monthly averaged
VER profiles (x) within the latitude range 20–25◦ N.

The shape of the averaging kernel represented by a row of the matrix A = GK is
expected to be a simple peak (Rodgers, 1990). The area of the averaging kernels is5

defined by

a(z) =
∫

A(z,z′)dz′, (6)

where z is the nominal altitude of the peak of the related averaging kernel. It charac-
terizes the measurement response as a measure of the relative contribution of the10

observations and the a priori information corresponding to a retrieved VER profile
(Rodgers, 2000). Figure 5 presents the averaging kernel rows (coloured lines) and
the measurement response (red dashed line) for a sample day (Fig. 5b) and a sample
month (Fig. 5e) for the 20–25◦ N latitude range. The area of the averaging kernels –
characterizing the measurement response – is close to 1 within the altitude range from15

86 to 122 km with some deviations at the edges of this altitude range.
The vertical resolution of the retrieved VER profiles (usually defined as the “width” of

the averaging kernels) was evaluated using the Backus–Gilbert spread r(z) that char-
acterizes the prevalence of useful information against noise at the geometric altitude z
(Rodgers, 1990):20

r(z) =
12

a(z)2

∫
(z− z′)2A(z,z′)2dz′. (7)

Figure 5 shows the vertical resolution according to Backus–Gilbert spread for a sam-
ple day (Fig. 5c) and a sample month (Fig. 5f) within the latitude range 20–25◦ N. The
approximately 3.7 km vertical resolution of the retrieved VER profiles is slightly bigger25

than the vertical sampling of the measured LER profiles of approximately 3.3 km.
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4.2 Regularized total least squares minimization

The automated regularized total least squares (RTLS) procedure (Sima et al., 2004)
was applied to determine the value of the regularization parameter γr (see Eq. 5).

Partial solutions xi of the regularized problem are calculated as a function of a fixed
γr:5

xi = (KT
−iK−i +γrH

TH)−1KT
−iy−i = GCVy−i (8)

with K−i being matrix K with rows i set to zero and y−i being a measurement vector
with elements i set to zero (Sima et al., 2004). The fitting bias associated with ignoring
parts of the data is measured on the basis of the calculated set of xi (γr) using the10

orthogonal distances composing the cross-validation (CV) function:

CV =
N∑
i=1

‖K−ixi −y−i‖
2

‖xi‖2 +1
(9)

with GCV being retrieval gain matrix corresponding to the CV function. The optimal γr
is found at the minimum of the CV function (Sima et al., 2004). The RTLS algorithm15

was implemented with the LAPACK functions LUDC, LUSOL and LUMPROVE used in
Interactive Data Language (IDL) version 8.2 to solve the reduced inversion equation
(see Eq. 2).

The range of possible regularization parameters was selected empirically to speed
up the process of the γr calculation. The range not shaded with blue colour in Fig. 720

represents the acceptable range of possible regularization parameters (in this Fig. the
violet line corresponds to the CV function, the red line to the derivative of the CV
function with respect to the index and the blue line to the regularization parameter
function). Instabilities due to numerical random errors are present in the left part of CV
function curve where the value of the regularization parameter γr is too small and the25

retrieval is under-regularized (see the blue-shaded zone on the left in Fig. 7). Small
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values of regularization parameters cause roughness of the curve representing the
retrieved state vector x. Too high values of the regularization parameter result in spikes
of the inversion error curve corresponding to the scaled norm-function ‖G−1

CVGCV − I‖
(see the black line in the blue-shaded zone on the right in Fig. 7). High values of
regularization parameters mean overregularization and cause flatness of the retrieved5

state vector x curve.
The optimal γr is found automatically within the acceptable (not shaded) range.

Within the acceptable range of γr the minimum of the CV function curve is identified to
determine the optimal γr. If the minimum of the CV function is located beyond the ac-
ceptable range, the steepest slope of the CV function is identified using the derivative10

of the CV function.

4.3 Retrieval errors due to inversion

The retrieval error is characterized by the total retrieval error Stot (Rodgers, 2000) esti-
mated for the retrieved volume emission rate (VER) profiles (see Eq. 3) as follows:

Stot = Sm +Ss +Sb +Sf (10)15

with the measurement error covariance matrix Sm related to random and systematic
errors and the smoothing error covariance matrix Ss. The forward model parameter
error is represented by covariance matrix Sf related to systematic errors and the er-
ror covariance matrix Sb represents random errors of model parameters that are not20

retrieved (see Sects. 4 and 6).
The covariance matrix Sm due to retrieval system noise is given by

Sm = GSeGT (11)

with the retrieval gain matrix G (see Eq. 3):25

G = SaKT(KSaKT +Se +γHTH)−1. (12)
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The covariance matrix Ss due to smoothing error is given by

Ss = (A− I)Sn(A− I)T (13)

with averaging kernel matrix A = GK, the identity matrix I and covariance matrix of the
states’ ensemble Sn about the mean state x (Rodgers, 2000): Sn = E[(x−x) · (x−x)T].5

The diagonal matrix Sb is the error covariance matrix containing the inverse and
squared standard deviation (SD) of VER profiles with respect to uncertainties in the
model parameters. The SD was found as the difference of the averaged VER profiles
due to perturbations of h′ representing the uncertainty in the tangent height determi-
nation (±500 m, see Sect. 6.1). The covariance matrix Sf due to forward model errors10

caused by approximations and imperfections of the forward model is given by

Sf = GKSbKTGT. (14)

5 Retrieval of atomic oxygen concentration profiles

The retrieval of atomic oxygen concentration ([O]) profiles from the obtained green line15

volume emission rate (VER) profiles is based on the generally accepted 2-step Barth
transfer scheme and approximations derived from the measurements provided by the
ETON rocket campaign (McDade et al., 1986). The O(1S–1D) SCIAMACHY nightglow
green line emission spectra were processed according to the retrieval approach pre-
sented in Sect. 4 resulting in the retrieved VER profiles. The [O] retrieval is based on20

the well known cubic equation (McDade et al., 1986), which represents the empirically
derived relation between VER and [O] profiles, see Eq. (15).

The 2-step Barth transfer scheme is represented by chemical reactions (see Reac-
tions 1, 2 and the resulting Reaction 10 for the green line emission in Table 1) accompa-
nied by quenching. The quenching of O∗

2 as well as the quenching of O(1S0) by O2 was25

considered by McDade et al. (1986). In addition, Gobbi et al. (1992), Semenov (1997),
Semenov and Shefov (2005) and Khomich et al. (2008) also considered quenching
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of O(1S0) by O(3P) or N2. The simplest of the [O] retrieval approaches based on the
cubic equation does not account for the quenching of O(1S0) by O(3P) or N2, and the
retrieved [O] profiles using such an approach are denoted as [Ocubic]. The [O] retrieval
approach based on the extended cubic equation accounts the quenching of O(1S) by
O(3P) or N2, and the retrieved [O] profiles using such an approach are denoted as5

[Oquench].
According to the differences of these model approaches the following equation based

on the coefficients represented in Table 2 was used in the [O] retrieval:

VER = κ1[O]2([N2]+ [O2]) · [O]

(C(0)+C(1)[O]+C(2)[O2])
·

A558

(A1S +
∑

i (
iκ5[Mi ]))

(15)
10

with A558 (s−1) being the transition probability of O(1S–1D), A1S (s−1) the inverse ra-
diative lifetime of O(1S), κ1 (cm3 s−1) the rate coefficient for the three body recom-
bination of atomic oxygen, iκ5 (cm3 s−1) the rate coefficient for quenching of O(1S)
by Mi , i = 1,2,3. The dimensionless variables C(0), C(1) and C(2) are the empirical
O(1S) excitation parameters, [Mi ]=([O], [N2], [O2]) being concentrations of the respec-15

tive species, i = 1,2,3.
The first term on the right-hand side of the Eq. (15) describes rate of O∗

2 production,
the first and second term the production of O(1S) and all three terms on right-hand
side – the 1S–1D emission rate. Recombination of ground state atomic oxygen with
rate κ1 causes production of metastable oxygen O∗

2. Subsequent deactivation of O∗
220

by ground state O leads to O(1S) production. Metastable molecular oxygen undergoes
quenching described by parameters C(1), C(2) and radiative relaxation described by
radiative lifetime C(0)−1 so that the second term on the right-hand side of the Eq. (15)
represents conversion to O(1S). The influence of [O2] and [N2] was accounted for by the
approximated parameters C(0), C(1) and C(2) (McDade et al., 1986). The quenching25

of O(1S) by O(3P) or N2 (described by reactions 7 and 8 in Table 1 and introduced by
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Gobbi et al., 1992; Semenov, 1997; Semenov and Shefov, 2005; Khomich et al., 2008)
is considered in the third term on the right-hand side of the Eq. (15).

The numerical approximation employed by Semenov (1997), Semenov and Shefov
(2005) and Khomich et al. (2008) was applied to find the solution of Eq. (15) for iκ5 6= 0,
i = 1,2,3 that corresponds to retrieving [Oquench] profiles. The atomic oxygen concen-5

tration [Ocubic] was retrieved as the exact solution of the cubic equation resulting from
the Eq. (15) for 1κ5 =

2 κ5 = 0.
The discussed model approaches to retrieve [O] profiles according to Eq. (15) re-

quire parameters such as SCIAMACHY VER profiles, temperature dependent rate co-
efficients κ and atmospheric density ([N2]+ [O2]) profiles. Both [Oquench] and [Ocubic]10

retrievals were performed for all available sources of temperature and atmospheric
density profiles.

In an ideal case, simultaneous measurements of all quantities required to calculate
atomic oxygen profiles (i.e., temperature (T ), [N2], [O2] and VER profiles) are avail-
able. Unfortunately, such a data set is not available. So, in our case, the available15

SCIAMACHY VER profiles were combined with T , [O2], [N2] profiles from NRLMSISE-
00, SD-WACCM4 and SABER to calculate [Oquench] and [Ocubic] profiles according to
Eq. (15). The presented retrievals [Ocubic] and [Oquench] are in the following discussion
additionally denoted with lower indices showing the source of the T , [O2] and [N2] pro-
file data as [Ocubic

MSIS00], [Ocubic
WACCM4], [Ocubic

SABER] and [Oquench
MSIS00

], [Oquench
WACCM4

], [Oquench
SABER

]. The re-20

trieved [O] profiles were compared with atomic oxygen concentration profiles extracted
from NRLMSISE-00, SD-WACCM4 and SABER denoted as [OMSIS00], [OWACCM4],
[OSABER], respectively. Figure 8 shows sample daily and monthly averaged [Oquench

SABER
]

profiles within the latitude range 20–25◦ N.
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6 Error analysis

The error analysis was done assuming independent contributions of uncertainty com-
ponents to the maximum uncertainty of the retrieved data set, so correlations of the
uncertainty components were neglected. The uncertainty components to be consid-
ered are assumed, first of all, to include random errors and systematic errors. The5

model parameters (that are not retrieved and related to random errors) correspond
to the vector b (see Sect. 4). The components of the vector b are discussed at the
relevant steps of the retrieval considering:

1. the error in the determination of the tangent height information affecting the VER
retrieval (see Sect. 6.1),10

2. the error in atmospheric density (represented by the sum of molecular oxygen
[O2] and nitrogen [N2] concentrations) and temperature profiles affecting the [O]
retrieval (see Sect. 6.2).

Successive addition of the uncertainty components to the solution was performed at
each step of the retrieval. These steps result in (1) the spectral data set (P), (2) limb15

emission rate (LER) profiles, (3) volume emission rate (VER) and (4) atomic oxygen
concentration [O] profiles. The error bounds (denoted by ±1) were estimated in a way
to avoid assumptions about certain, e.g., normal, type of the parameter distributions.

At each step of the retrieval the relevant uncertainty components were accounted
for (Kennedy et al., 2011) resulting in the error-free retrieval values (P 0 ⇒ LER0 ⇒20

V ER0 ⇒ [O]0) and their upper and lower bounds (P +1 ⇒ LER+1 ⇒ V ER+1 ⇒ [O]+1
and P −1 ⇒ LER−1 ⇒ V ER−1 ⇒ [O]−1). The uncertainty components considered at
a given step of the retrieval were taken into account for the error bounds at the next
step of the retrieval.
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6.1 Error analysis for the retrieval of volume emission rate profiles

The maximum tangent height (h) error of the SCIAMACHY limb measurements is as-
sumed to be ±500 m (h′ = 500 m) (von Savigny et al., 2009). Modelled in a discrete
mode (by applying ±h′) perturbations of h were considered to resemble the random
error of the determination of the tangent height. The uncertainty of the measured spec-5

trum P is composed of two additive altitude dependent components caused by varia-
tions of h (related to a random error vector σh) and radiometric accuracy (related to
a systematic error vector σa). The altitude dependent vector of SDs σh was calculated
using spectra P and perturbed spectra denoted as P

temp: σ+
h = |P temp(+h′)−P | and

σ
−
h = |P −P

temp(−h′)|.10

A radiometric accuracy of the SCIAMACHY spectral measurements of 4 % (a = 4 %)
(Noël et al., 1998) was assumed to calculate the altitude dependent vector of SDs
σa of the averaged spectra: σ+

a = |P temp(+a)−P | and σ
−
a = |P −P

temp(−a)|. Subtracting
(σ−

a +σ
−
h ) from P yields the lower bound of the ±1 error bar of spectral data; its upper

bound P +1 is calculated as P +1 = P + (σ+
a +σ

+
h ). The unchanged retrieval spectrum P 015

is equal to P . Figure 3 presents sample daily (Fig. 3a) and monthly (Fig. 3b) averaged
green line spectra at the altitude of 95 km within the latitude range 20–25◦ N.

Each spectral data set (P −1, P 0 and P +1) was processed (see Sect. 3) separately

to calculate the corresponding LER profiles denoted by upper index temp: LERtemp
−1 ,

LER
temp
0 and LER

temp
+1 . The emission-free spectral intervals (see Sect. 3) of P 0 were20

used to calculate the uncertainty component (related to the random error vector σ l ) of
the LER when integrating over the green line spectral interval. The altitude dependent
vector of SDs σ l of LER0 was subtracted from LER

temp
−1 that results in the lower error

bound LER−1. The upper bound is LER+1 = LER
temp
+1 +σ l . The unchanged LER profile

LER0 is equal to LER
temp
0 taken without perturbations used to estimate the ±1 error25

bar of the LER data set. Figure 4 presents sample daily (Fig. 4a) and monthly (Fig. 4b)
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averaged LER profiles within the latitude range 20–25◦ N with calculated uncertainty
components at the current step of the LER+1 or LER−1 retrieval.

The inversion scheme described above and supported by RTLS was applied to
LER−1, LER0 and LER+1 to calculate VER profiles denoted with the upper index

temp: V ERtemp
−1 , V ERtemp

0 and V ER
temp
+1 . From the diagonal elements of the error co-5

variance matrix Stot (see Eq. 10, Sect. 4.3) square roots were taken, resulting in the
altitude dependent vector of SDs σStot

. The uncertainties σStot
of V ER0 were sub-

tracted from V ER
temp
−1 , resulting in the lower error bound V ER−1. The upper bound

is V ER+1 = V ER
temp
+1 +σStot

. The unchanged VER profile V ER0 is equal to V ER
temp
0 .

Figure 6 presents sample daily (Fig. 6a) and monthly (Fig. 6b) averaged VER profiles10

within the latitude range 20–25◦ N with calculated uncertainty components of σStot
at

the current step of V ER+1 or V ER−1 retrieval.

6.2 Error analysis for the retrieval of atomic oxygen concentration profiles

The maximum and minimum values of photochemical parameters (see Eq. 15) were
used to estimate the contribution of photochemical model errors to the error in retrieved15

[O] profiles. The range of coefficients and other parameters used in the photochemical
model (see Eq. 15) to determine the ±1 error bar of the [O] profiles are presented in
Table 2.

Each VER profile (V ER−1, V ER0 and V ER+1) was processed (see Sect. 5) as-
suming that simultaneously varied photochemical parameters cause maximum uncer-20

tainty of [O] separately, yielding [O] profiles denoted with the upper index temp: [O]temp
−1 ,

[O]temp
0 and [O]temp

+1 .
Moreover, model parameters that affect the [O] retrieval, but are not retrieved are

considered at this step, i.e. temperature and the sum of molecular oxygen [O2] and
nitrogen [N2] concentrations. To determine the influence of temperature and [O2]+25

[N2] on the resulting random error, temperature was perturbed by T ′ = 5 K and [O2]+
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[N2] by D′ = 10 %. The altitude dependent vector of SDs σT was determined as: σ+
T =

|[O(+T ′)]temp
0 −[O]temp

0 | and σ
−
T = |[O]temp

0 −[O(−T ′)]temp
0 |. The altitude dependent SDs σD

in perturbations of D′ were calculated as follows: σ−
D = |[O(−D′)]temp

0 −[O]temp
0 | and σ

+
D =

|[O]temp
0 − [O(+D′)]temp

0 |. The cumulative uncertainties due to perturbations in T ′ and D′

contribute simultaneously to the ±1 error bar of [O] causing maximum uncertainty:5

σ
+
TD = σ

+
T +σ

−
D and σ

−
TD = σ

−
T +σ

+
D.

The uncertainties σ
−
TD of [O]temp

0 were subtracted from [O]temp
−1 , resulting in the lower

error bound [O]−1. The upper bound is [O]+1 = [O]temp
+1 +σ

+
TD. The unchanged [O] profile

[O]0 is equal to [O]temp
0 taken without perturbations used to estimate the ±1 error bar of

the retrieved [O] data set. Figure 8 shows sample daily and monthly averaged atomic10

oxygen concentration ([Oquench
SABER

]) profiles within the latitude range 20–25◦ N.

7 Results and discussion

In this section we first present in Sect. 7.1 results of the error analysis introduced
in the previous section, followed by a verification and first validation of the retrieved
[O] profiles. The verification of the [O] retrieval compares retrieved [O] profiles with15

reference [O] profiles and ideally allows a well-founded choice between the cubic and
the extended cubic equations and a selection of appropriate source of temperature and
density profiles from the different available sources. The verification was carried out in
several steps including comparisons of reference and retrieved [O] profiles for:

1. sample profiles (see Sect. 7.2),20

2. fields of relative differences (see Sect. 7.3),

3. fields of correlation coefficients (see Sect. 7.4).
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In Sect. 7.5 we present first results on seasonal [O] variations in the SCIAMACHY and
the reference data sets and on the complete SCIAMACHY [O] data set covering the
period from August 2002 to April 2012.

7.1 Results of error analysis

The calculated uncertainty components in the retrieved VER profiles are represented5

by V ER+1 and V ER−1 in Fig. 6 with daily Fig. 6a and monthly Fig. 6b averaging within
the latitude range 20–25◦ N. The distribution of uncertainty components in the retrieved
[O] profiles is presented in Fig. 8 with daily (Fig. 8a) and monthly (Fig. 8b) averaging
within the same latitude range. The negligible smoothing error σSs

presented in the
daily averaged VER and [O] profiles confirms the correctness of the averaging ker-10

nel calculation. The retrieval noise σSm
component is represented by relatively large

coloured zones in Fig. 6 and in Fig. 8. However, the corresponding coloured zone is
smaller in the monthly averaged profiles because of a larger number of averaged pro-
files. The modelling error σSf

in VER and [O] profiles is relatively small compared to
the total uncertainty σStot

associated with the inversion procedure.15

The [O] profile error associated with temperature errors assumes the highest values
within the altitude range where the [O] peak occurs. Similar behaviour, but to a lesser
extent, is characteristic for the [O] profile uncertainty caused by errors in atmospheric
density (the sum of [O2] and [N2]).

7.2 Verification step 120

Figure 9 shows atomic oxygen concentration ([Oquench
SABER

]) profiles and reference [O] pro-
files provided by SABER, NRLMSISE-00 and SD-WACCM4 for a sample day and
month. The altitude dependence of [Oquench

SABER
] in comparison with [OSABER], [OMSIS00]

and [OWACCM4] shows certain deviations in the altitude range from 82 to 87 km that cor-
respond to low values of the measurement response displayed in Fig. 5. The retrieved25
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[Oquench
SABER

] profiles are characterized by much higher concentrations in comparison to

[OMSIS00] and a bit higher ones in the case of [OWACCM4]. The monthly averaged
[Oquench

SABER
] and [OSABER] profiles are quite similar.

Figures 10 and 11 show results for both available models (according to the cubic and
the extended cubic equation, see Eq. 15) of the [O] retrieval, respectively. The figures5

clearly show that the [O] profiles based on the extended cubic approach show system-
atically larger [O] than the cubic approach, as expected. One can also see that the [O]
profiles ([Ocubic] or [Oquench]) retrieved with different available sources of temperature
and density profiles are quite similar. A comparison of Figs. 9, 10 and 11 indicates
that the [Oquench] profiles are in better agreement with the SABER [O] profile measure-10

ments than the [Ocubic] profiles. These results suggest that the extended cubic equation
is preferable. This finding is further substantiated by comparisons to a larger SABER
data set in the following subsection.

7.3 Verification step 2

Relative differences were calculated according to the equation ε = ([O]retr. −15

[O]ref.)/[O]ref. within the time period from April 2010 to March 2011 because for this
time period SD-WACCM4 data were available. Figure 12 presents sample distributions
of relative [O] differences as a function of latitude and altitude. The comparison indi-
cates that already the [Ocubic

MSIS00] profiles exhibit significantly higher oxygen concentra-

tions than the [OMSIS00] profiles. The relative differences of [Oquench
MSIS00

] vs. [OMSIS00] (not20

shown) are – as expected – even bigger than those ones of [Ocubic
MSIS00] vs. [OMSIS00].

A similar situation occurs for relative differences of [Oquench
WACCM4

] vs. [OWACCM4] (not

shown), but to a slightly lesser extent. The relative differences of [Oquench
SABER

] vs. [OSABER]

are the smallest, and in particular smaller than the differences between [Ocubic
SABER] and

[OSABER]. Over a large range of latitudes and altitudes the agreement between [Oquench
SABER

]25
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and [OSABER] is within about 15 % and has to be considered very good. If we assume
the SABER [O] retrievals to be the most reliable reference profile source – compared
to NRLMSISE-00 and SD-WACCM4 – then our comparison results favor the extended
cubic equation over the cubic equation.

We now briefly discuss differences between the O retrievals from SCIAMACHY O5

green line observations derived in this study with similar retrievals – also from SCIA-
MACHY O green line measurements – recently presented by Kaufmann et al. (2014).
Kaufmann et al. (2014) also compared their retrievals to co-located SABER measure-
ments and found an approximately 30 % low bias compared to SABER atomic oxygen.
Since the photochemical model employed by Kaufmann et al. (2014) is essentially the10

one by McDade et al. (1986) – corresponding to our [Ocubic
SABER] data set (see lower left

panel of Fig. 12) – the agreement between the Kaufmann et al. (2014) retrievals and
the our retrievals is very good.

7.4 Verification step 3

A Pearson cross-correlation analysis between the retrieved and the reference [O] pro-15

files was performed within the time period from April 2010 to March 2011. The calcu-
lated correlation coefficients were analysed using the Fischer t test. Figure 13 shows
sample correlation coefficient fields as a function of latitude and altitude for monthly
averaged (top row and bottom left panel), and daily averaged (bottom right panel)
[O]. Regions with correlation coefficients significant at the 68 % confidence level are20

indicated by solid contour lines, while areas characterized by lower significance are
characterized by dotted contour lines and missing contour labels.

The cross-correlation between SCIAMACHY and NLRMSISE-00 [O] profiles (top left
panel in Fig. 13) indicates that there exists a phase shift of about 180◦ in the seasonal
variations in the northern tropical region. In a recent study Sheese et al. (2011) re-25

ported on a similar 180◦ phase shift of [OMSIS00] compared daytime OSIRIS [O] profile
measurements. In addition, Russell et al. (2005) found a 180◦ phase shift in the tidal
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signature in MSIS-90 [O] compared to WINDII [O] measurements and model simula-
tions with the TIME-GCM model.

The correlation between SCIAMACHY ([Oquench
WACCM4

]) and SD-WACCM [OWACCM4] pro-
files (top right panel) is characterized by relatively high correlation coefficients in large
parts of the latitude/height ranges shown. Directly above the equator, the correlation is5

lower, particularly above the [O] peak.
The correlation coefficient field for monthly averaged [Oquench

SABER
] vs. [OSABER] does

not contain the areas of negative (NRLMSISE-00) or extensive areas with low (SD-
WACCM4) values that indicate discrepancies of the retrieved [Oquench

SABER
] compared to

[OMSIS00] or [OWACCM4]. The correlation of [Oquench
SABER

] with the SABER measurements on10

a daily basis (bottom right panel) shows a similar pattern than for the monthly aver-
aged data, but with lower correlation coefficients, as expected. We note that both for
the monthly and daily averaged data there appears an altitude range with relatively
high correlation coefficients – between about 88 and 95 km. This may be related to
the fact that the atomic oxygen profile retrievals from SABER and SCIAMACHY mea-15

surements are based on different airglow emissions that peak at different altitudes. The
SABER night-time atomic oxygen profiles are retrieved from the Meinel band volume
emission rate (OH∗ near 2 µm) profiles, which peaks are at about 87 km. In contrast, the
O green line emission used to retrieve atomic oxygen profiles from SCIAMACHY night-
time measurements peak near 95 km. [O] profiles can only be retrieved well from the20

different airglow emissions at altitudes with non-negligible emission. We may therefore
expect, that the SABER [O] profile retrievals become more and more inaccurate above
about 95 km, and the SCIAMACHY become more inaccurate below about 87 km.

7.5 Seasonal variations

We now present some first sample results on the morphology of atomic oxygen in the25

MLT region. More detailed analyses of different aspects of the spatio-temporal variabil-
ity of atomic oxygen will be the foci of future studies.
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Figure 14 shows seasonal variations in vertically averaged (85–100 km) SD-
WACCM4 (top left panel), SABER (top right panel) and SCIAMACHY (bottom left
panel) atomic oxygen for the time period from April 2010 to March 2011, together with
vertically averaged green line volume emission rates measured with SCIAMACHY (bot-
tom right panel). When focusing at latitudes close to the equator all panels show a dom-5

inating semi-annual variation with maxima around the equinoxes. However, there are
also differences. The enhanced atomic oxygen abundances seen in the SCIAMACHY
data (bottom left panel) in boreal fall and winter at latitudes above 20◦ N – consis-
tent with a similar enhancement in the volume emission rates (bottom left panel) –
are not that apparent in the SD-WACCM and SABER data sets. The reason for this10

discrepancy is currently unknown. We note, however, that similar oxygen anomalies at
about 20◦ N in March 2010 and September 2010 are found in SABER and SCIAMACHY
atomic oxygen fields, but not in modelled [OWACCM4].

Figure 15 shows contour plots of O green line volume emission rate (top row) and
retrieved atomic oxygen (bottom row) as a function of time and altitude with monthly15

(left column) and daily (right column) resolution for the 10–20◦ N latitude range and for
the entire SCIAMACHY mission period from August 2002 to April 2012. Note that in
case of the results for daily averaging (Figs. 14 and 15), gaps in the SABER temper-
ature data set were filled with monthly averaged temperature data. The measurement
gaps indicated by white areas in Fig. 15 are a consequence of missing SCIAMACHY20

raw data during these periods. The volume emission rate as well as the O profile data
presented in Fig. 15 show evidence for pronounced semi-annual – with the well es-
tablished equinox maxima – and 11 year solar cycle signatures, with the solar cycle
signature being more obvious at altitudes above about 95 km than below. An annual
component is also visible associated with a major minimum in boreal winter and a mi-25

nor minimum in boreal summer. These signatures are consistent with earlier studies,
and will be the foci of future investigations of this comprehensive data set of atomic
oxygen profiles in the MLT region.
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8 Conclusions

Atomic oxygen concentration profiles in the MLT region were retrieved from SCIA-
MACHY observations of the O green line emission in the terrestrial nightglow. The
inversion of integrated limb emission rate profiles to vertical emission rate profiles was
performed with a linear least squares minimization technique with regularization. The5

employed photochemical model is based on the generally accepted 2-step Barth trans-
fer scheme and [O] retrievals were carried out for the standard empirical photochemical
model by McDade et al. (1986) as well as for an extended version that also considers
quenching of O(1S0) by O(3P) or N2.

A comprehensive sensitivity analysis was carried out to determine the effect of vari-10

ous error contributions occurring at the different steps of the [O] profile retrieval includ-
ing the effect of errors in tangent height registration, limited radiometric accuracy, the
impact of measurement errors, parameter errors and smoothing errors. Using the sen-
sitivity analysis results an error budget for the [O] profile retrievals from SCIAMACHY
green line nightglow observations was established based on successive linear addition15

of the estimated uncertainty components in order to avoid any assumptions concerning
distributions of model parameters and other error components.

The retrieved [O] profiles were compared to simulations with NRLMSISE-00 and SD-
WACCM and observations with SABER. The comparisons showed that NRLMSISE-00
[O] concentrations are systematically lower than data from the three other sources.20

Moreover, the SCIAMACHY [O] profiles are in good agreement with co-located SABER
observations, if the extended photochemical model – considering quenching of O(1S0)
by O(3P) or N2 – is used. This is an indication, that the extended photochemical model
is more appropriate for retrieving [O] profiles from the O green line emission than the
standard photochemical model.25

The implemented retrieval scheme was applied to the entire SCIAMACHY data set,
covering the period from August 2002 to April 2012, providing one of the most com-
prehensive atomic oxygen data sets in the MLT region. This data set will be evaluated
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in the near future to investigate seasonal, long-term, as well as solar cycle variations,
both at the 11 year and 27 day temporal scale.

Appendix:

This appendix provides explanations for Table 2 showing upper and lower boundaries of
the photochemical model parameters relevant for the retrieval of atomic oxygen profiles5

from O(1S) green line airglow measurements (see Sect. 5). The maximum and mini-
mum values of A558 were taken from the works of Nakayama et al. (2006) (1.26 s−1) –
also used by Gao et al. (2012) – and Snively et al. (2010) (1.06 s−1), respectively. The
A558 values used by McDade et al. (1986) (1.18 s−1), Makhlouf et al. (1998) (1.18 s−1),
Semenov (1997) (1.215 s−1) and Khomich et al. (2008) (1.215 s−1) are between these10

maximum/minimum values.
The maximum and minimum values of A1S were taken from McDade et al. (1986)

(1.35 s−1, based on research of Nicolaides et al., 1971) and Snively et al. (2010)
(1.105 s−1), respectively. The dimensionless values C(0), C(1) and C(2) correspond
to the fitting coefficients C′O/C′O2 , C′O and C′O2 (see McDade et al., 1986), which rep-15

resent quenching by the different species (the used coefficients typically correspond to
multiple reactions represented by the intermediate coefficients; see Table 1). The max-
imum and minimum values of C(0), C(1) and C(2) used here were taken from McDade
et al. (1986).

The rate coefficients are calculated in this study as follows:20

κ1 = k1 ×10−33 · (300/T )2,
1κ5 =

1 k5 ×10−11 ·e−305/T ,
2κ5 =

2 k5 ×10−17 and

3κ5 =
3 k5 ×10−12 ·e−(812−1.82×10−3 ·T 2)/T .

25
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A value of k1 = 4.7 was used for the standard retrieval and the temperature depen-
dence of κ1 was taken from McDade et al. (1986), as also done by Gao et al. (2012).
The uncertainty range of k1 (see Table 1) was estimated according to the uncertainties
typical for the laboratory work performed by Campbell and Gray (1973). In terms of the
temperature dependence of 1κ5 we used the same expression as in Semenov (1997),5

Khomich et al. (2008) and von Savigny and Lednyts’kyy (2013). The uncertainty range
of 1k5 was taken from Slanger and Black (1976) and is also used by Witt et al. (1979).
The value of 2κ5 was taken from Okabe (1978) and it is used to calculate the maxi-
mum and minimum values by assuming a 10 % uncertainty. Gobbi et al. (1992) and
Nakayama et al. (2006) also used a 2κ5 value within 10 % of the Okabe (1978) value.10

The value of 3k5, its uncertainty range and the temperature dependence of 3κ5 was
taken from Capetanakis et al. (1993), as was done by von Savigny and Lednyts’kyy
(2013) as well.

Finally, we note that the temperature dependence of κ1 and 2κ5 was originally used
by McDade et al. (1986) with temperature profiles provided by MSIS-83 atmospheric15

model.
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Table 1. Photochemical reactions according to the 2-step Barth transfer scheme (see reactions
1, 2 and the resulting reaction 10 for the green line emission) accompanied by quenching.
The quantities listed in the column named intermediate coefficients correspond to the notation
by Khomich et al. (2008) and the coefficients employed here (see Eq. 15) follow the notation
by Gobbi et al. (1992) and McDade et al. (1986) and are listed in the column entitled used
coefficients. See Sect. 5 for further in details.

Item Chemical Intermediate Used
# Reaction coefficient coefficient

1 O(3P)+O(3P)+ (O2,N2) → O∗
2 + (O2,N2) αO2

κ1

2 O∗
2 +O(3P) → O2 +O(1S0) αO C(1)

3 O∗
2 +O(3P) → O2 +O(3P) β∗

O
4 O∗

2 +N2 → O2 +N2 β∗
N2

C(2)
5 O∗

2 +O2 → O2 +O2 β∗
O2

6 O∗
2 → O2 +hν A∗ C(0)

7 O(1S0)+O(3P) → 2O(3P,1 D2) βO
1κ5

8 O(1S0)+N2 → O(3P,1 D2)+N∗
2 βN2

2κ5

9 O(1S0)+O2 → O(3P,1 D2)+O∗
2 βO2

3κ5

10 O(1S0) → O(1D2)+hν(λ = 557.7nm) A558

11 O(1S0) → O(3P1)+hν(λ = 297.2nm) A297 A1S

12 O(1S0) → O(3P2)+hν(λ = 295.8nm) A296
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Table 2. Einstein coefficients (A558, A1S), excitation parameters (C(0), C(1), C(2)) and factors
(k1, 1k5, 2k5, 3k5) for rate coefficients (κ1, 1κ5, 2κ5, 3κ5). The values are presented in the Table
according to their position in the Eq. (15) that gives the retrieved atomic oxygen concentration
(see Table 1, Sect. 5 and Appendix for details).

[O] error bound A558 A1S C(0) C(1) C(2) k1
1k5

2k5
3k5

−1 1.26 s−1 1.105 s−1 9 204 14 5.051 4.467 4.5 1.38
0 1.16 s−1 1.228 s−1 13 224 17 4.700 5.000 5.0 2.32
+1 1.06 s−1 1.350 s−1 17 244 20 4.349 5.533 5.5 3.26
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Figure 1. Geographical location and coverage of night-time limb emission observations per-
formed by SCIAMACHY on 9 September 2010 in the dedicated mesosphere/thermosphere
mode.
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Figure 2. Geographical locations of night-time limb emission observations performed by SCIA-
MACHY between 2 August 2002 and 8 April 2012. Limb measurements marked in green are
excluded because they are affected by Aurora Borealis, highly energetic particles in the South
Atlantic Anomaly or by an enhanced offset possibly related contaminating emissions associ-
ated with the OH(7-1) transition (Blackwell et al., 1960) and the NO+O air-afterglow continuum
(e.g., von Savigny et al., 1999).
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Figure 3. Sample daily (a) and monthly (b) averaged green line emission spectra at 95 km
altitude for the 20–25◦ N latitude range with uncertainty components σ

+
h (orange), σ+

a (red), σ−
h

(light blue), σ−
a (blue). See Sects. 3 and 6.1 for further details.
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Figure 4. Sample daily (a) and monthly (b) averaged green line limb emission rate (LER)
profiles for the 20–25◦ N latitude range with uncertainty components σ

+
h (orange), σ

+
a (red)

introduced for determining P +1 and calculated for LER+1 and σ l (yellow) calculated directly
for LER+1. Similarly σ

−
h (light blue), σ−

a (blue) are introduced when calculating P −1 and are
propagated to determine LER−1. σ l (cyan) is directly calculated for LER−1. See Sects. 3 and
6.1 for further details.
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Figure 5. Characteristics and diagnostics of the inversion procedure in sample daily (top row)
and monthly averages (bottom row) for the latitude range 20–25◦ N: comparison of the mea-
sured limb emission rate (LER) profile and the synthetic LER profile (panels a and d); averag-
ing kernel and the resulting area (response curve marked red) (panels b and e); the vertical
resolution (Backus–Gilbert spread) (panels c and f).
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Figure 6. Sample daily (a) and monthly (b) averaged green line volume emission rate (VER)
profiles for the 20–25◦ N latitude range with uncertainty (σStot

) components σSs
(yellow), σSm

(orange), σSb
(light red), σSf

(red) introduced and calculated for the V ER+1 retrieval, σSs
(cyan

marked), σSm
(dark cyan), σSb

(light blue), σSf
(blue) introduced and calculated for the V ER−1

retrieval.
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Figure 7. Illustration of the regularized total least squares (RTLS) minimization used for the
identification of the optimal regularization parameter γr. The cross-validation (CV) function (see
Eq. 9) is used to locate its minimum and to determine the index of γr. Alternatively, the peak of
the CV derivative occurring where the steepest slope of the CV function occurs can be used
to locate the index of γr. The index of the optimal regularization parameter γr is marked by an
orange line.
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Figure 8. Sample daily (a) and monthly (b) averaged atomic oxygen concentration ([Oquench
SABER])

profiles for the 20–25◦ N latitude range with uncertainty components σSs
(yellow), σSm

(orange),
σSb

(light red), σSf
(red) introduced for retrieving V ER+1 and propagated to [O]+1, and σ

+
TD

(yellow) calculated directly for the determination of [O]+1. Similarly, σSs
(cyan), σSm

(dark cyan),
σSb

(light blue), σSf
(blue) are introduced for calculating V ER−1 and are propagated to [O]−1,

while σ
−
TD (yellow) is directly calculated when determining [O]−1. See Sects. 5, 6.2 and 7.1 for

further details.
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Figure 9. Sample daily (a) and monthly (b) averaged atomic oxygen concentration profiles
(black solid [Oquench

SABER]) compared with profiles measured by SABER (blue dash dot [OSABER]),

and modelled with SD-WACCM4 (violet dash dot dot dot [OWACCM4]) and NRLMSISE-00 (red
dashed [OMSIS00]) for the 20–25◦ N latitude range and at local times between 21:00 and 23:00.
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Figure 10. Sample daily (a) and monthly (b) averaged atomic oxygen concentration profiles
([Ocubic

SABER] – blue solid, [Ocubic
WACCM4] – violet dash-dotted, [Ocubic

MSIS00] – red dashed) according to the
cubic equation (McDade et al., 1986), for different sources of background atmospheric profiles
and for the 20–25◦ N latitude range.
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Figure 11. Sample daily (a) and monthly (b) averaged atomic oxygen concentration profiles
([Oquench

SABER] – blue solid, [Oquench
WACCM4] – violet dash-dotted, [Oquench

MSIS00] – red dashed) according to the
extended cubic equation by Gobbi et al. (1992) and Khomich et al. (2008), for different sources
of background atmospheric profiles and for the 20–25◦ N latitude range.
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Figure 12. Relative differences in monthly averaged atomic oxygen fields from April 2010
to March 2011: [Ocubic

MSIS00] compared with reference [OMSIS00] (top left), [Ocubic
WACCM4] compared

with reference [OWACCM4] (top right), [Ocubic
SABER] compared with reference [OSABER] (bottom left),

[Oquench
SABER] compared with reference [OSABER] (bottom right).
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Figure 13. Correlation coefficients for atomic oxygen fields from April 2010 to March 2011:
monthly averaged [Oquench

MSIS00] cross-correlated with [OMSIS00] (top left), monthly averaged

[Oquench
WACCM4] cross-correlated with [OWACCM4] (top right), monthly averaged [Oquench

SABER] cross-

correlated with [OSABER] (bottom left), daily averaged [Oquench
SABER] cross-correlated with [OSABER]

(bottom right).
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Figure 14. Seasonal variations of daily and vertically averaged (between 85 and 100 km) atomic
oxygen fields from April 2010 to March 2011: [OWACCM4] (top left), [OSABER] (top right), [Oquench

SABER]
(bottom left). The bottom right panel shows daily and vertically integrated (also from 85 to
100 km) SCIAMACHY volume emission rates (bottom right).
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Figure 15. Temporal evolution of VER profiles (top panels) and [Oquench
SABER] (bottom panels) with

monthly (left panels) and daily (right panels) resolution for the 10–20◦ N latitude range from
August 2002 to April 2012.
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